
Use case sample
MyDESTINATION App

DrawMyLife
in partnership with 
Destination Unknown Campaign
will provide the unique set of data to showcase 
drawings made by children who are facing 
challenges on the move. Additional data
such as mood rate, context of the child 
as well as story of the drawings will help
to araise awareness and advocacy to improve
children safety in the move.

FRAMEWORK and 
CORE ACTIONS
In additon to the collection of drawings,
a unique set of new records will be available regarding:

DrawMyLife API
Field workers are 
working closely to these 
children. The process is very
personal and focused on the 
individual child’s experience.

NGOs those in support of Destination 
Unknown Campaign 
will be able to appreciate how these children feel, througth 
their own drawings, during different stages of their journey 
in search of a better future.
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Use case sample
WE BELIEVE IN YOUTH

DrawMyLife
in partnership with 
Destination Unknown Campaign
will provide the unique set of data to showcase 
drawings made by children who are facing 
challenges on the move. Additional data
such as mood rate, context of the child 
as well as story of the drawings will help
to araise awareness and advocacy to improve
children safety in the move.

FRAMEWORK and 
CORE ACTIONS 4 & 7
We partner with refugee youth campaigns (art and recreational therapy)
to collect drawings and attach data

DrawMyLife API
Field workers are 
working closely to these 
children. The process is very
personal and focused on the 
individual child’s experience.

NGOs those in support of Destination 
Unknown Campaign 
will be able to appreciate how these children feel, througth 
their own drawings, during different stages of their journey 
in search of a better future.

NGOs


